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RECETA PARA SOCIOS CON SALSA 

Cooking Up Your Membership Drive  
Basic Ingredients 

Last year we presented a Recipe for Cochinito Relleno de Dinero: Cooking up an End-of-
Year Appeal. You can refresh your memory either at our website 
(latinopublicradioconsortium.org) or through our weekly InfoBlast. 

This year's Receta prepares your membership drive. In the future we'll share recipes for 
underwriting, major donors, planned giving, etc. - all the things that contribute to a well-
balanced diet for public media.  
 

Basic Ingredients 
!
Whether you're a seasoned fundraiser, a novice or you 
have never had an on-air membership drive at your 
station, this series of Recetas/Recipes is for you! 


 
We'll cover the basic ingredients - Why Have a Drive, Themes, Goals, Membership Card & 
Premiums, Volunteers, Mailings & Marketing, Websites & Social Media - and let you know 
what salsas/sauces you can slather all over them - studio performances, prize drawings, 
remote broadcasts, testimonials, art auctions.


Latino stations experienced in years of public radio and television membership drives 
demonstrated their on-air fundraising techniques while others shared their documents and 
checklists. We took the best practices, mashed them together like papas and came up with 
these Recetas to help you cook up an on-air membership drive that is fun for all. It allows 
your community to get involved with your station and gives you some funds with which to 
continue your great work. 
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SOME ARE ALREADY ¡COCINANDO CON GAS!

Radio Bilingüe network/CA, CO, NM, TX just finished its drive.

WDNA/Miami FL is hosting one that begins September 25.

KUVO/Denver initiates an on-air pledge drive October 3

KANW/Albuquerque NM begins a membership campaign October 11

KSVR/Washington has plans for a drive October 16

WRTU/San Juan PR is considering November or December for an on-air fundraiser.


 
When's your station's next drive? Let us know so we can announce it. !
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RECETA PARA SOCIOS CON SALSA 
Cooking Up Your Membership Drive 

Can Latino Stations Have Successful Membership Drives? 

It may be accurate to assume that many Latinos don't become members of public radio – 
but they might be radio amigos, compadres or socios. They may not want to "join a 
membership program" a passive activity, but they do love to be part of the family, to 
passionately demonstrate their support. The proof is in the pudding, or in this case, the 
salsa.

 

How many times have Latinos of very modest economic circumstances hosted elaborate 
quinceañeras, bodas and anniversary celebrations? How? By having a padrinos and 
madrinas for almost every aspect of the special event — from the pastel to the salón to the 
invitations.

 

Latinos have perfected the art of fundraising in small amounts for a singular cause. At 
weddings there's the dollar dance, kidnapping of the bride and donations at the cake table. 
For those who need to pay uninsured medical expenses, whose house burned down or are 
overwhelmed by unexpected funeral costs, there are bands who play for free, a bar that 
donates the venue, women who cook up a green chile plate and raffle items galore. If you 
announce these functions, your station also becomes part of the family and vital to these 
efforts.
 !

Ayudar / help vs. "volunteer" 

It may be correct to say that Latinos don't "volunteer" 
but they are very willing to ayudar/help. You've seen 
the squadrons of people keeping church interiors 
immaculate and you've probably even been to paint 
parties. If you need people to answer pledge phones, 
call them personally (because you've kept the names 
and phone numbers of the people whose events the 
station has announced) and ask them to help you out. 
Be reasonable in the amount of time you request from 
them and always — as your mamá and good manners 
dictate — have food and drink for them.
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Membership drives are a traditional method of fundraising for public radio but for Latino 
public radio, the traditional has to be given a cultural twist. The salsa has to be added, 
the jalapeños, the pique stirred in. We're Latinos and we need to use our culture to our 
advantage — why should Velveeta, Chipotle and Taco Bell benefit more than we do from 
the characteristics that make our communities unique, vibrant and economically powerful?

 

So go ahead. Have a membership drive! Our community has money in their pockets and 
a little bit of it is yours, if you ask for it. As we tell our children when staring at the food on 
their plates, "Try it. You'll like it."
!!
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RECETA PARA SOCIOS CON SALSA 
Cooking Up Your Membership Drive 

Metas/Goals: How Much? How Many How Long? 

These are the three main ingredients that are the guiding 
principles for your membership drive. Answer these three 
questions and you have a plan. Don't answer these questions 
and you have why-are-we-doing-this, who-knows-what's-
going-to-happen chaos that could result in high blood 
pressure, a heart attack or at a minimum a very unpleasant 
experience.

 


Set some goals for your membership drive. And remember — be realistic. This doesn't 
mean you can't be aspirational, nor does it mean that you can't think big. But thinking big 
must not set you up for failure; it should give you something to aim for. And if your goals 
aren't achieved this time, go back to the drawing board for your next drive. 

 

How much, how many, how long - These are not easy questions to answer but it is 
important that you come to some conclusions so your drive has achievable metas/goals.
!
How many members?  

If you know how many listeners you have, you have a basis for your projections because 
nationally 10% of your audience will eventually become members, radio amigos or socios. 
Of course, they aren't all going to join during this one drive, but you know what to expect 
over time and what you're building towards.

 

If you have neither audience information nor experience with a past membership drive, you 
should make estimates based on what you think is true. Test your assumptions against the 
results of your drive and, voila, you have a foundation for the goals for your next drive.  
!
How much can you raise?  

This requires that you know your listeners and have an idea of how much they are capable 
of giving. Perhaps you "feel" people can afford to give $100 because they spend more than 
that to attend a concert of a good banda or salsa group. Or perhaps $30 more appropriately 
reflects the economic conditions of your listeners. Again, if you've had previous experience 
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in a prior drive, you can ascertain the average gift and multiply it times the total number of 
donors. You now have an overall monetary goal to use as this drive's projections.
!
How long should the drive last?  

Keep in mind that this is very special programming. It should be good, compelling radio that 
will keep your audience interested while raising funds for your station. Again, knowing your 
audience, how long can you sustain this special program. Divide the number of hours/days 
of membership programming into how many members you anticipate or into your monetary 
goals. This gives you hourly or daily goals which you can use to keep yourself on track.

 

Now that we've set the parameters of the drive — how much we're going to raise, how 
many listeners we'll try to convert into padrinos, socios or members and how long we're 
going to make on-air appeals - we're that much closer to having great fun and raising 
money.
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RECETA PARA SOCIOS CON SALSA 

Cooking Up Your Membership Drive  
To Theme or Not to Theme 

As with everything in life, people have 
differing views. Some people think 
membership drives should have a theme to 
act as a uniting, motivating slogan. Others 
believe that themes are best left for 
children's birthday parties.


 

But one thing is clear - whether you call it a 
theme or not - everyone on the air needs to 
say the same thing, deliver the same 
message.
!

A Theme or Message Is Not...

...We Need Your Money. A membership drive is NOT about the station's needs. Getting on 
the air and telling people the station needs more staff, more money will not motivate your 
audience to become members. You may get some pity pledges but not reap the full benefit  
from your drive. 

 

A Theme or Message Is...

...about the station's relationship with your audience and your community. It's about their 
needs and what you can do together to address those needs. What does your station do 
that makes it valuable to your audience? What have you done to become a vital part of your 
community? Remind them that their ayuda/help is necessary to continue that work.  
!
Scripts are Good   
To be sure that everyone concentrates on the same points and has the same information, it 
is best that everything get written down and that literally everyone is on the same page. 
Writing down good fundraising messages can be a group exercise or left to one person. 
The scripts can be bullet points or whole sentences but the important thing is — just like 
good enchiladas or pernil — that they be presented with passion, sincerity and good taste.
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Socios, members, compadres, padrinos or radio amigos - that's what you'll get with 
the right appeal. 
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RECETA PARA SOCIOS CON SALSA 
Cooking Up Your Membership Drive 

¿Quién lo Hará? Who’s Going to Do It? 

You've decided to have a membership drive - to 
ask your listeners to become socios or padrinos. 
You've assessed the size of your audience; you've 
decided "on the average" what they can contribute. 
So you've been able to set an overall goal and 
maybe have even determined what your metas are 
for each hour or each day of the drive.

 

But the next question you need to answer sounds 
like the opening line of a joke ... how many people 
does it take... to have a successful drive?


 

And the answer is... it depends.
!
It Takes a Station

...At some stations, membership is a major source of revenue; at others, it is only a small 
piece of the budget. But for all stations, membership programs need to be embraced by the 
entire team - staff and volunteers - in all departments from programming to administration. 
!
It Takes Attitude 

The attitude of "we're all in this together" for the good of the station is the guiding rule for a 
membership drive. Programming should plan out the best programs or hottest music; 
underwriters should solicit food or thank-you gifts from their clients; administration should 
set up accounting systems for membership revenues; and all departments should be ready, 
willing and volunteering to do whatever it takes to make the drive a success.

 

It Takes A Village 

Membership drives are perfect vehicles for getting people involved with the station. People 
can help out/ayudarte by answering the phones to take pledges; by entering data into your 
membership tracking program; by teaming up with the on-air hosts to ask for pledges; to 
cook, donate or pick up meals and food donations; etc.
!
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But Back to the Original Question - ¿Quién Lo Hará?  

The basic formula is this — someone to ask for the money and someone to receive it. This 
semilla/kernel can then be enhanced until you have a fully-loaded drive or you can stay with 
the basic model. Make a schedule, list all the jobs you want to add to the two basic 
positions and then start filling out the schedule. Ask your staff, ask your volunteers, make 
on-air appeals for volunteers and before you know it, your schedule will be full. You may 
even have a waiting list.

!!!
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RECETA PARA SOCIOS CON SALSA 
Cooking Up Your Membership Drive 

Limosnera Profesional or Financial Advisor 

These are the two roles that any 
fundraiser can adopt but one gets more 
money than the other. As a limosnera, 
you put yourself in a position to beg and 
be filled with vergüenza about your pitiful 
state.

 

You should be proud of the role that the 
station plays in your audience's lives 
when it addresses the issues important to 
them or reinforces their cultural heritage 
through the wonderful music you play. 
Feel good! You are giving them sound 
advice — literally.

 


If you work or volunteer in public radio, you are providing a valuable service worthy of 
investment and financial support. Membership drives are the station's way of generously 
providing the community an opportunity to participate in the work of the station, to have an 
individual donation join with that of hundreds of others to make a great impact on the 
quality of life of the community.
!
¿Cómo se dice...? How does one say...?  

 When you're fundraising over the air, what you say and how you say it matters. Positivity, 
optimism, glass-half-full, rose-colored glasses — all that uplifting stuff is what is needed. 
No one wants to climb aboard a sinking ship, so don't say "No one is calling." Put a 
positive spin on the situation! "The pledge lines are wide open just for you and fulanita is 
eager to help you become a socio."

 

People CAN HEAR YOU SMILING, so as a dee-jay once said, "Before you open the mic, 
put on a big Koolaid grin and then talk".
!!
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¿Qué uno dice...? What does one say...? 

This is where scripts or talking points come in handy. They keep your request for donations 
focused on the fact that it's about your audience, not the needs of the station — and help 
you remember the pledge phone number and the on-line pledge address.

 

They help you remember the good things your station does and to say the pledge phone 
number and on-line pledge address.

 

Scripts give you clever, interesting ways to remind your listeners about the value of your 
station — and to say the pledge phone number or on-line pledge address.

 

Keep your reasons why people should become padrinos short — and tell them the pledge 
phone number or on-line pledge address.

 
Get the picture? Tell them what you want them to do (become radio amigos) - a short 
reason why - and how, by giving them the pledge phone number or on-line pledge address.
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RECETA PARA SOCIOS CON SALSA 
Cooking Up Your Membership Drive 

Premium or Unleaded 

In Webster's Dictionary, a premium is a reward or prize that 
induces someone to buy or do something. It also means 
something of very high value, usually because of its scarcity.


 

In the world of public media, those that place a high 
premium on your station are the people who become 
members. These people are usually part of your "core" 
audience. They are passionate listeners and supporters. "I 
love the station's programming and presence in the 

community and want to support it." For them a premium is a premio or reward for doing 
what they would probably do, become members, radio amigos or padrinos. This group is 
usually small in number, intense and the very foundation of your station.


 

The more casual listener that is not part of the core may need an inducement to become a 
member. For them, the act of becoming a member becomes more transactional. "Do I want 
that premium enough that I am willing to pay more than it's worth to become a member? 
Couldn't I buy that CD at the store for much less?" That's where scarcity comes in — is it a 
CD that is produced by the station and not available anywhere else? That may help make 
the casual listener say yes to membership.
!
But Do We Need Premiums?  

As with all issues in public media, there's more than one answer. Some stations feel that 
their programming is their strongest selling point and people should become members and 
support the station without any inducements or rewards. Others feel that premiums bring 
added value to membership or create partnerships with businesses willing to donate 
premiums.

 

Whichever direction the station goes with its membership drives — using premium or 
unleaded — remember that it's easiest to go from not offering premiums to offering them 
than it is to begin a membership program that includes premiums/premios and then 
suddenly stop cold turkey.
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Perhaps one of the most important things we can make is in our vocabulary. Instead of 
calling them premiums, label them thank-you gifts or appreciation gifts which people 
receive for becoming members, renewing their membership or giving an additional gift.
!
How Do We Get Thank-you Gifts 

Some stations buy premiums but the rule of thumb is "never pay more than 10% of the 
donation level at which the member/socio receives the thank-you gift." So if you're offering 
a coffee mug at the $25 donation level, the mug should not cost the station more than 
$2.50 — but it should be special. But if your audience is on the go all the time, perhaps a 
travel mug is better. Maybe your audience engages in manual labor. Consider a cap, or 
bandana or work gloves with your station's logo to give in appreciation of their donation.

 

In a win-win scenario, stations receive gifts of goods and services from their underwriters, 
from merchants in the community and even their volunteers. Perhaps a generous donor 
receives a mariachi serenata, or 3 months of salsa dance lessons, or a meal a month at one 
or several local restaurants. Maybe every member receives a 10% discount at their local 
carrocería while those donating $20 receive a free horchata or cortadito every month for a 
year. Tailor your thank-you gifts to the gustos of your community, the level of their gifts and 
the willingness of local merchants to work with you.
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